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Far - Far
artworks in various media by German artist

Fabian Freese
This is a truly international exhibition coming to Gallery M,
featuring the art of German artist Fabian Freese. His works
include contemporary minimalist paintings, ‘lightpainting
photography’ and mixed media. Fabian is also travelling
to Adelaide for the launch of his exhibition. “I think it’s very
important to communicate and network with other artists
about their works and also speak about my own work” he says.

“Faded Blue to Yellow, Pink to Green and White on Green”
foils, spraypaint on canvas
40cmW x 30cmH

Fabian was born in 1982 in Wuppertal and lives in Germany.
He spent a large part of his childhood in nature, playing with
wood and water, which influenced his sense of beauty and
aesthetics.
When he was a teenager he developed some experience by
doing Graffiti. Today he works with time exposure photography
to create his ‘lightpaintings’ with LED lights, explaining “It’s like
a surreal light installation which only exists after the camera
processing of the photo. When I print these photos, you can
see a result that nobody could see in this moment I walked
there with the lights. It’s a bit like composing the environment
and reacting on it.”

“Brand Factory”
Lightpainting Photo on Alu Dibond behind Acrylglass
60cmW x 40cmH

Fabian also works on different painting series, feeling that
contemporary art and living artists are a main part of culture
in many countries of the world. He believes that open minded
thinking artists like him or others can change things in a more
positive way.
Freese studied visual Arts in Essen, Germany, and graduated in
2011. Since then his artworks have been exhibited in countries
across Europe, America and Asia. Earlier this year he had an
exhibition in Manhattan, New York; and was represented in
Art Fairs in Germany, England and Spain.

“Square of faded Orange to Yellow, Blue and Green on Red”
foils, spraypaint on canvas
30cmW x 30cmH

Find out more about Fabian Freese at www.fabian-freese.de

“No Person in the Forest”
Lightpainting Photo on Alu Dibond
60cmW x 40cmH
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